Report for John & Sarah Hennessy [CS1]
(prepared Aug-2014, tax year ending 05-April-2015)
1.Objectives
Understanding recent pensions changes and their impact on your planned retirement when John is 57, with
net income of £70,000pa in today’s terms.
Review your pensions, ongoing contributions, savings and investments in respect of your early retirement
goal. Assess whether retirement at 57 is affordable, and if not, when.
I have identified further objectives:
-provide replacement income for John for his last years of work protecting against long-term sickness or
death
-providing for future care costs
-Wills/Lasting Powers of Attorney(LPAs).

2.Assumptions
PA
2.50%

Price_Inflation. Bank of England May-2014 Inflation Report . HMGovernment’s CPI target 2%.

4.00%

House_Price_Inflation. In line with wage inflation assuming an approximate historic relationship of
inflation+1.5%.

0.50%

Interest_rate_for_cash. Current Bank of England Base Rate.

3.00%

Return_on_Index-Linked_assets (inflation+0.5%).

2.00%

Return_on_Gilts (HMGovernment Securities) per redemption yields reported by Debt Management
Office.

3.00%

Return_on_Corporate Bonds assume approximate historic 1.0% credit spread over gilts.

6.00%

Return_on_Equities assume approximate historic equity risk premium of 4.0%, being the
difference between expected rate of return from equities and the risk-free rate from gilts (Barclays
Equity Gilt Study 2013).

5.00%

Return_on_Commercial_Property: 10year total return to 31-12-2013 per IPD-UK Annual Property
1 th
Index was 6.3%pa, conservatively reduced by /5 .

Returns assumed to be total returns combining income and capital appreciation.
Average life expectancy: John 80; Sarah 83. Allowing 10 years for luck I will also project to 90 and 93.
Assumed dates of birth, John 01-08-1951, Sarah 01-08-1954.
Care costs in today’s terms assumed to be £641pw residential and £874pw nursing, Lang & Buisson, Care of
Older People 2013/14.
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3.Assets_&_Liabilities
Your estate is summarised below. It excludes your final salary and money purchase pension schemes. There
are no reported liabilities.

JOINT
£210,000
£700,000
£120,000
£1,030,000

Cash
House
Chattels/Other
Total Estate
Less 2xNil Rate Bands
Less 4xCapital Gift Allowances
Taxable estate

-£650,000
-£12,000
£368,000

IHT@40%

-£147,200

Estate passing

£1,030,000

-£147,200
£882,800

On second death:
-amount of estate lost to Inheritance Tax (IHT) is £147,200 or 14.29%, illustrated below as shaded area
-estate passing to John’s niece is unshaded.

TAX

ESTATE PASSING (85.71%)

Your focus is providing for each other in retirement. I do not recommend IHT mitigation other than putting
lump sum pension death benefits under trust (initially for the survivor and thereafter John’s niece).
Looking ahead, the IHT liability will gradually increase over the years to retirement, then decrease as you
draw on assets in retirement.
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4.Income,_Tax_&_Expenditure
Your income, tax, National Insurance contributions (NICs) and expenditure are summarised below.

Income
Earnings
Interest
Total Gross Income
Expenditure
Less income tax
Employee-NICs
living costs
pension contributions (net)
Net income surplus

John

Sarah

Total

£150,000
£2,050
£152,050

£50,000
£2,050
£52,050

£200,000
£4,100
£204,100

£52,887
£6,231

£9,447
£4,231

£6,240

£4,000

£62,334
£10,463
£80,000
£10,240
£41,063

John’s overall gross earnings of £150,000 disagree with salary £130,000 and car allowance £25,000, giving
£155,000. I have assumed £20,000 car allowance, please confirm.
John’s personal pension contributions provide additional rate tax relief on the savings interest. If pension
contributions remain at the same level and earnings escalate with wages inflation, I anticipate a liability to
additional rate tax from 2016.
I recommend:
-any savings or investments generating taxable income are in Sarah’s name only
- NS&I Premium Bonds for accessible savings in John’s name, with tax-free deposits up to £40,000 returning
~1.35%pa to “a person of average luck”
-spreading savings over several deposit-takers to ensure full FSCS cover. Although the present savings
account is jointly held, the balance exceeds 2x£85,000 FSCS limits.
-using the £41,063 surplus income for further retirement planning.
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5.Attitude_to_Risk_&_Capacity_for_Loss
John describes himself as an aggressive investor allocating up to 80% global equities, which I regard as
medium-high risk. In contrast his SIPP has 87% cash. Clearly his SIPP investments need re-arranging.
Sarah describes herself as more conservative, allocating up to 65% global equities, which I regard as
medium risk and assume her pension uses suitable managed funds.
If using annuities for pension income in retirement, you need to limit exposure to risk in the years prior to
annuity purchase, whereas if using pension drawdown exposure to risk can be maintained.
I assume new investment arrangements will use a medium risk portfolio holding 65% equities and allocating
35% to other asset classes like fixed interest and property.
I view your capacity for loss as medium. You will be reliant on money purchase pensions and investments in
the future to supplement final salary and state pensions in retirement. An investment loss before retirement
could materially affect your future standard of living when you draw income or capital from these
arrangements however you can mitigate the impact by delaying early retirement.
You should review your attitude to risk and capacity for loss at retirement as they may reduce.
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6.Proposed_Portfolio_Asset_Allocation

Allocations to cash will cover wrap platform charges and provide a little liquidity.
I have avoided gilts or investment grade UK corporate bonds which I view as unattractive given the outlook
for rising interest rates. I have slightly reduced the bond allocation in favour of UK commercial property
where the outlook is more positive.
The equities element is normally 50%:UK, 40%:Overseas and 10%:Emerging Markets. Medium risk portfolio
accesses emerging markets through global funds and indirectly through blue-chip UK equities.
Applying return assumptions to portfolio allocations the estimated returns are summarised below. In each
case the reduction through charges is shown. I assume 1.00%pa for Sarah’s pension.

Difference in medium risk gross figures due to Sarah’s pension not allocating to cash.
If we provide an ongoing service, our 0.50%pa fee is in addition to the ongoing charges. Our fee will increase
if assets grow or decrease if assets go down in value.
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7.Cashflow_Analysis
Assumptions:
-Earnings escalate 4.00%pa with wages inflation
-Full state pensions based on 35year NIC history and new flat rate pension, commencing age 67 for both
and rising with inflation
-Pension premiums escalating with earnings until retirement. Sarah cannot draw benefits before 55.
-When pension benefits drawn, 25% tax-free cash invested into medium risk investment portfolio. Residual
fund used for income withdrawals under new unrestricted drawdown rules. Both funds substantially drawn
down within 10 years.
-Deferred final salary pensions payable from 65, increasing 2.50%pa in deferment and retirement. Provision
of 50% spouse’s pension, no tax-free cash commutation.
-Expenditure of £80,000pa net (excluding pension premiums) escalates with inflation to retirement, then
reducing to £70,000pa net in today’s terms.
-Additional expenditure for protection premiums (family income benefit, income protection) to retirement.
-Income tax personal allowance rises with inflation. Conservatively, basic rate band rises 1.00%pa.
-Deficit in income drawn from, and surplus income invested in investment portfolio.
-Care costs commence in last 5years, with 3years residential and 2years nursing care. Costs will escalate
4.00%pa (with wages).
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-General expenditure reduces /3 on first death
-Additional scenarios based upon extra 10years life expectancy
-No future inheritance.
I have investigated various scenarios and found retiring early is feasible subject to trading down to release
equity in your property 2038 onwards.
A)-Continuing pension contributions at existing rates and retiring when John is 57:
i)-without providing for care, your capital runs out in 2042 and 10% equity release then required to see you
through
ii)-allowing for care, capital runs out in 2038 and 64% equity release then required.
B)-Using your surplus income to fund total gross contributions to Sarah’s pension of £40,000pa and retiring
when John is 58:
i)-without providing for care, your capital will see you through (first illustration overleaf)
ii)-allowing for care, capital runs out in 2041 and 44% equity release then required (second illustration
overleaf)
iii)-projecting to 90 and 93, without providing for care, capital runs out in 2050 when 13% equity release
required [with care capital runs out in 2048 requiring 67% equity release].
C)-Funding total gross contributions to Sarah’s pension of £40,000pa and retiring when John is 60, allowing
for care your capital will see you out until the last 7 months, when any outstanding sum can be met by
property equity.
Projecting to 90 and 93, if you retire early your capital will run out and equity release must form part of the
solution.
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Cashflow illustration for John retiring at 58, with Sarah’s pension funded at £40,000pa and no care costs.
Pension drawdown payments set high in early years prior to payment of final salary and state pensions.
Expenditure reduced in 2042 as Sarah survives John. The Capital fund comprises money purchase pensions
and investment portfolio.

Cashflow illustration for John retiring at 58, with Sarah’s pension funded at £40,000pa and provision for care
costs which rise after 3years going from residential to nursing care. The Capital fund increases in 2041
through 44% release of equity in your home.
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8.Pensions
The 2014-Budget reduced the Lifetime Allowance (LTA) to £1,250,000 and introduced new pension rules
taking effect from April-2015 which are expected to allow persons in retirement to take 25% tax-free cash
and unrestricted drawdown of their residual fund. Drawdown payments will attract income tax at marginal
rates.
I have considered using your surplus income to maximise pension contributions for John by carrying forward
unused annual allowances as the higher/additional rate income tax relief is attractive, and also through
negotiating a salary sacrifice arrangement with John’s employer, for instance to pay the car allowance as
additional employer pension contributions. However I have decided against this as:
-I estimate 4years of such contributions would cause John to breach the LTA
-Much of John’s pension will be subject to higher rate income tax (once final salary and state pensions in
payment) whereas Sarah has very little pension, so we should focus on boosting Sarah’s pension to balance
up taxable retirement income.
John mentions using “all his relief” concerning pension contributions, which would necessitate larger
contributions than those stated. Please confirm.
Deferred final salary pension escalation rates in deferment and retirement need checking. Escalation of
benefits only became a requirement for pensions in:
-deferment where member left after 01/01/1986
-payment from non-protected rights benefits accrued after 04/1997.
A full entitlement to state pension requires 35years NICs. If you fall short on retirement, top-up with voluntary
NICs which presently cost £722.80pa. Obtain a state pension forecast to confirm.
Sarah has not mentioned employer pension contributions. Please advise. Sarah’s employer may soon reach
auto-enrolment staging date when they have to commence pension contributions, which Sarah should
accept.
I have estimated a valuation for Sarah’s pension fund (illustration below) assuming historic contributions
10.00%pa salary, rising 4.00%pa. Net assumed growth rate of 4.25%pa gives a value of £50,666. Please
confirm.
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John’s SIPP is summarised below:
SIPP
BP shares
Vodafone shares

Income
Yield
1.50%
2.00%

Investment
Date
01/06/2000
01/06/2002

Holding
10,000
5,000

Book
Price
£6.0950
£0.7300

Current
Price
£4.8295
£1.9645

Cash

Current
Value
£48,295
£9,823

Gain
Loss
-£12,655
£6,173

£400,000
£458,118

The SIPP was established in 2000 with employer and employee contributions. The contributions would not
have been sufficient to cover:
-£60,950 purchase of BP shares on 01/06/2000
-substantial £400,000 cash account.
Please confirm and advise if the SIPP received extra premiums or transfers-in.
Meeting your goals requires returns ahead of inflation which conflicts with the large cash position. Focusing
on a few individual equities is riskier than using collective investments.
Recommendations
I recommend investing overall gross pension contributions for Sarah of £40,000pa, and her existing pot into
medium risk mixed funds.
If her existing plan has high product charges, I recommend an Aviva stakeholder pension allocating 50%
Aviva Mixed(20-60%Shares); 50% Aviva Mixed(40-85%shares) and overall annual charge 0.55%pa.
At retirement, from age 55, Sarah will need to move her fund to an unrestricted drawdown arrangement.
Given the projected size of her pension fund ~£250,000 I would recommend moving to a SIPP offering
unrestricted drawdown.
Assuming John’s employer will contribute to John’s chosen SIPP, I recommend transferring to Alliance Trust
Savings (ATS) Select SIPP which allows online dealing and access to individual shares and collective
investments at low cost:
-transfer-in fee £60
-ongoing fee £275pa inclusive of dealing charges.
I recommend the following portfolio as a good match to John’s attitude to risk and objectives.
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The overall OCF including ATS platform charges is 0.60%pa, illustrated below.

Part of the allocation to shares can be earmarked for a portfolio of direct equities if John wished to continue
dealing himself. ATS can accommodate this.

I recommend:
-a blend of active-managed and tracker funds for equities
-only active-managed funds for fixed interest and commercial property as I am not satisfied an index tracker
fund is suitable presently
-new investments are made keeping to the same asset allocation
-annual portfolio re-balancing
-putting all pension lump-sum death benefits under trust for the benefit of the survivor and thereafter on
second death, for John’s niece.
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9.Investments
I recommend using your £210,000 cash savings to:
-each put £15,000 into NS&I Premium Bonds for accessible tax-free savings ~1.35%pa
-put £180,000 into a medium risk investment portfolio with ATS.
With historically low inflation and interest rates we are in a low return environment. I recommend focusing on
holdings with lower ongoing charges, keeping more of the return for you.
My investment recommendations are:
-£30,000 (i.e.£15,000each) into ISAs focusing on fixed interest and property where income yield is gross taxfree
-£150,000 into an ATS Investment Dealing Account (IDA) in Sarah’s name only to minimise tax on income
-in future tax years, arrange bed’n’ISA transactions moving holdings from the IDA to ISAs, focusing first on
fixed interest and property before equity funds.
The ATS platform charge is £75pa per account and dealing charge of £12.50per deal. I recommend the
following portfolio as a good match to your attitude to risk and objectives.

Overall 0.65%pa OCF including ATS platform charge.
I recommend:
-a similar mix of active-managed and tracker funds
-new investments made keeping the same asset allocation
-annual portfolio re-balancing.
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10.Protection
The main risk to achieving your objectives is loss of earnings. As John has substantially higher earnings I
recommend focusing on him.
Assuming no existing equivalent employer-sponsored arrangements, I recommend protecting John’s
earnings to retirement against incapacity or death.
Cheapest quotes on standard rates with premium and benefit rising with inflation:
-Legal & General family income benefit £28.50pm premium for £7,500pm cover
-Liverpool Victoria £110.19pm premium and £6,250pm own-occupation cover with 12months deferred period.
Sarah’s earnings can also be protected if you wish.
If no Private Medical Insurance through work, I recommend considering that also to obtain faster treatment
times.
I consider critical illness cover a lower priority.

11.Wills_&_Powers_of_Attorney
I suggest you engage a solicitor to establish Wills in favour of each other and then John’s niece on second
death. If she inherits before 18 trustees will be needed.
Also ask about arranging LPAs, or organise them yourselves online. The Office of the Public Guardian
registration cost is £110per LPA.
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12.Next_Steps
Item

Who

When

a)NS&I Premium Bonds

Client/planner

Immediately

b)Salary sacrifice & employer-sponsored protection enquiries

Client/employer/planner

Immediately

c)Sarah’s pension contributions

Client/planner

After-b)

d)Investing John’s SIPP

Client/planner

After-b)

e)IDA-ISA investments

Client/planner

Immediately

f)Protection arrangements

Client/planner

After-b)

g)Pension death benefits under trust

Client/planner

After-b)

h)Wills and LPAs

Client/solicitor

Next 12 months

Your plan will be reviewed annually.

WORDS 2491
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